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Vision:

Our vision is to be the leading (TVL) DeFi application in the crypto space, have a
sustainable business model through fees and be a top 10 cryptocurrency in 2
years from our first listing.

Purpose:
Echo’s unique purpose is to empower investors to collateralise capital on a DeFi lending
protocol by tokenising and tethering traditional investment on the blockchain; enabling
seamless integration of the crypto and fiat spaces for long term wealth building.
We are tokenising the world.

This whitepaper is broken down into platform, echonomics and market potential, team,
and roadmap. Each of these sections are broken down into relevant subsections for
ease of movement throughout the document.
This document is largely conceptual and focused around the use case of the Echo
Platform and the Echo Token (often referred to as a 'lightpaper'). A detailed
system architecture will be added as a separate technical document.
For further questions regarding Echo, Echo Token or the whitepaper please contact us at
info@echofinance.io
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Platform
We are harnessing the power of blockchain
technology to build the tools for tomorrow’s
investor.
This section discusses the platform offering.
This will be broken up into the 3 core
subsections; Echo Marketplace, Echo DeFi
Protocol, Asset Management.
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Echo Marketplace
Echo Marketplace empowers investors with the ability to diversify their portfolios
without leaving the blockchain ecosystem by purchasing 1:1 backed tokenised
(dividend enabled) publicly traded stocks, REITs, commodities, the Echo Passive
Mutual and Echo Crypto Mutual's. These tokens referred to as ‘echoes’ can be
purchased from the Echo Brokerage. All of these ‘echoes’ will be tethered to real
market values and held custodially.
Echo Marketplace also includes Echo Exchange; a CEX with a variety of products
with fiat bridges for a seamless all-in-one blockchain marketplace. Echo
Automated Trading include Echo 'Social' Trading as well as Trading bots;
allowing passive users to gain active returns. Echo Switch is a mutli-layer/chain
bridging tool offering the ability to quickly transfer assets without the
requirement of routing through the ETH mainnet.
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Security
1. KYC and AML
KYC (Know Your Customer & Anti-Money Laundering) is the verification process
of a customer’s identity, addresses, financial activities, and any risks they may
impose. KYC is performed when a new member’s account is linked to a
cryptocurrency wallet on the Echo Marketplace. It is used for:
Verifying the real identity of the customer.
Building trust and improving transparency for other customers and thirdparties.
Understanding the activities of existing customers.
Determining whether the activities of the customer are legal or not.
Identifying the risks associated with the user and keeping high-risk users and
criminals off the platform.
Identifying the probability of money laundering.
Preventing scams and phishing.
KYC exists to prevent fraud and the mismanagement of funds. KYC compliance
will prevent criminal activities such as money laundering and terrorist financing
on Echo Marketplace. It is clear that with the additional tokenised asset classes
available through the Echo Brokerage that KYC will be a legal requirement for our
business model. Due to the necessity of KYC we are also choosing to use a CEX
instead of a DEX. The DeFi protocol will be usable without KYC.
Users are rightfully concerned whether KYC will conflict with the decentralization
of crypto services and we share in your concern regarding the original vision for
cryptocurrency. It is important to understand that with the wider adoption of
cryptocurrencies, one thing is for sure: exchanges in particular need to welcome
crypto compliance and regulatory guidelines if we are to make the move
towards true mass market adoption.
2. Multi-Factor Authentication
Echo will use third party authenticators, emails and secure passwords in order to
secure centralised accounts from the client's side. Options will be available for
two factor or three factor authentication and are part of our KYC compliance. We
would deeply encourage all cryptocurrency users to set-up multi-factor
authentication on platforms and use a hardware device (such as Ledger) for
hot wallets regardless of the platform you are using.
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3. Multi-signature Wallet
Echo will be placing Angel and Early Investment funds in a multi-signature, high
security Gnosis safe wallet while Echo is in development. This allows you to see a
top level view of our expenditure on the blockchain and keeps us accountable to
Echo Token investors.
4. Insurance & Storage
Currency stored by us custodially in Echo Marketplace will be backed up and
insured. In the short-term we are in negotiations with leading crypto-friendly
licensed banks for this service with an aim to bring them in house as soon as
possible. We want to put our clients at ease knowing that their funds are secured
in line with full banking standards.
5. DoS / DDoS
Protection will be put in place for Denial of Service attacks. This is where an
overwhelming number of requests are sent to a website, with the aim of crashing
a server. It is worth noting that this would only affect our centralised servers and
the protocol will be unaffected.
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Echo Brokerage
1. Exchange Traded Assets
Echo Brokerage will offer tokenised exchange traded assets to its clients. We use
the term exchange traded asset to reference any asset which is currently listed
on a major exchange (NYSE, LSE etc.). These include but may not be limited to;
stocks (including dividend producing), REITS and commodities.
Echo purchases ‘real’ versions of the tokenised exchange traded assets to ensure
a 1:1 tethering of real asset to token. These are available for purchase and sale at
market rate plus fee in the Echo Brokerage and are known as ‘echoes’. Echoes will
be available for purchase in Echo Token, most stable coins and fiat.
The key benefits of tokenised exchange traded assets include fractional
ownership of traditional securities (you don’t have to own a whole stock),
leverage and greater liquidity. These digital assets are backed 1:1 to traditional
securities, providing token holders with many of the same economic benefits of
owning the underlying stock. Tokenised exchange traded assets are a
tokenisation of a digital total return swap contract (“TRS”) (similar to contracts
for differences). The tokenised exchange traded assets and the value of the
digital asset is determined by the value of the traditional security. For example,
they are collateralised by an equivalent notional amount of the traditional
security (i.e., $100 of the debt derivative would be collateralised with $100 of the
traditional security). This allows tokenised exchange traded assets to echo the
economic performance of the applicable traditional securities. Digitalassets.ag
offers similar products to some exchanges and we seek to bring this process inhouse.
Echoes have distinct advantages over other tokenised exchange traded assets
because they can be supercharged through smart contracts. Echo intends to
take full advantage of this through offering the ability to use echoes on the Echo
DeFi protocol; enabling stable, dividend producing assets to work alongside
cryptocurrency to build long term and diverse portfolios for investors.
Echoes added to the brokerage will be chosen through Echo Token governance
after an initial echoes offering.

We fundamentally believe that echoes are the future and inevitable next step of
the cryptocurrency ecosystem.
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2. Physical-backed Cryptocurrency Mutual Funds
A Mutual Fund is defined as;
“A mutual fund is a type of financial vehicle made up of a pool of money
collected from many investors to invest in securities like stocks, bonds, money
market instruments, and other assets. Mutual funds give access to diversified,
managed portfolios at a low price.” ~ Investopedia.com
Echo cryptocurrency mutual funds have specific themes or strategies designed
to make investing easy for people either new to the space or people who prefer
a more diverse cryptocurrency portfolio. Echo cryptocurrency mutual funds will
also be usable on the DeFi protocol allowing a ready-built diverse
cryptocurrency portfolio for risk management. Echo cryptocurrency mutual
funds will not be available on the public stock exchange.
Echo cryptocurrency mutual funds are also ‘physically’ backed with real
cryptocurrency rather than futures contracts. This means that Echo holds the
real equivalent of the cryptocurrency in the fund.
3. Echo Passive Mutual
Echo wants to bundle together a wide variety of exchange traded assets as well
as Echo cryptocurrency mutual funds to create the one click investment, the
vanguard fund or the long term savings of tomorrow. We believe that the Echo
Passive Mutual will be among the safest possible long term returns for our
investors.
In the same way as the other Echo Brokerage products, Echo then takes this
super stable asset and allows it to be used on the Echo DeFi protocol. Echo will
try to keep the fees low for the Echo Passive Mutual with a hand’s off approach
(apart from some rebalancing) to avoid damaging the long term compounding
returns of its investors.
We believe that the combination of this super stable asset alongside the Echo
DeFi Protocol will create a win-win environment for investors.
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Echo Exchange
1. Cryptocurrencies
The Echo Exchange is a CEX or centralised exchange as opposed to a DEX or
decentralised exchange:
Key Features of CEX:
KYC Required
Custodial
Key Features of DEX:
Anonymous
Responsible for your own security
Echo Exchange is a CEX because the primary benefit of a DEX is anonymity and
non-custodial wallets. This is less valuable to Echo as the Echo Brokerage will
require KYC legally to function. We envisage that most people who want to use
the Echo Exchange will also want to use the Echo Brokerage making the main
benefits of a DEX redundant. We believe Echo will be a bridge for more people to
become interested in the crypto space and therefore a CEX fits our vision,
echonomics and long term business model. Echo Exchange will focus mainly on
top cap cryptocurrencies alongside smaller tokens in its emerging markets
section.
2. Cloud Services
We understand the frustration dealing with a CEX that unwittingly fails or has
server issues. We will do our utmost to ensure the stability of Echo Exchange
through scalable cloud service solutions. Although it was previously frowned
upon for banking services to use public cloud services ahead of private
infrastructure, it is now commonplace in fintech to use hybrid cloud
environments to keep sensitive data private whilst using the public cloud for
day-to-day use. We believe a hybrid cloud environment strikes a good balance
for the Echo Exchange.
3. Liquidity Pools
For an effective exchange it is crucial that there is enough liquidity in the
exchange to absorb market manipulation. Echo will use an AMM or automated
market maker commonly seen in DEXs. This means that you provide an equal
amount of the trading pair as liquid e.g. BTC/ETH in return for a % of the fees
earned from the pool displayed as an annual return. This incentivised liquidity
pooling is a way for Echo Exchange to compete with other leading CEX’s and
provide the capacity for it to deal with large volumes of potentially volatile
trading.
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4. Spot & Derivatives
As far as cryptocurrency is concerned, Echo offers 3 main markets; they are the
crypto mutual's in the brokerage and the spot and derivatives market in the
Echo Exchange. Leverage is available and variable based on both the asset and
your jurisdiction.
The spot market or cash market is used during a cryptocurrency transaction
where both the buyer and seller make their individual transfers with an
immediate settlement of the transactions following. There is no delay in this
market type as the immediate exchange of cryptocurrency occurs once the
transaction is concluded. When a cryptocurrency is purchased from Echo
Exchange, it is the spot market that is in operation at that moment because all
transactions take place at the same time and also conclude at the same time.
Derivatives are more like financial tools than assets. In the derivatives market,
participants conduct transactions using contracts instead of crypto assets. The
value of the contracts is linked to the crypto assets chosen. Echo Exchange
offers:
Options: This contract enables a buyer or seller to make transactions with a
particular asset at a predetermined price while working with a specific
timeline. The trader is not mandated to buy the asset according to the
contract, which is a clear distinction between options and futures.
Futures: This contract obligates a trader to either buy or sell an asset at a
predetermined future date and price. Perpetual and quarterly contracts are
available.
5. Fiat Bridges
Echo will offer the ability to get fiat currency on and off the platform like other
CEX’s. It is likely that Echo will partner with both third party and third generation
payment solution providers to come up with a viable solution for transferring fiat
quickly and cost effectively.
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6. Echo Automated Trading
Echo Automated Trading is broken up into two components;
Echo Social Trading and Bot Trading. The aim of both is to
allow traditionally passive users to gain active returns.
This has the added benefit of increasing Echo Token burn
rate through our token utility.
• Echo Social Trading
Echo Social Trading allows Echo platform users to copy the trades of other
users. Those that are copied must be part of the Echo Social Trading
program. The Echo Social Trading program pays those involved based on
a number of variables including AUM (or in this case the amount of capital
that is copying them). Those involved in the program will be ranked based
on a number of searchable variables. Echo Social trading has benefits to
both the copier (who can benefit from more experienced traders) and
the one being copied (payment based on AUM). It is Echo's intention that
the social trading aspect will bring in a large number of new users to the
platform through third party advertising and the expectation of higher
returns through more actively managed accounts.
• Trading Bots
Echo Trading Bots allow the platform user to create there own bots and run
them on the platform. This 'build-a-bot' functionality allows you to select a
number of variables and crypto-currency trading pairs. In a similar way to
Echo Social Trading, Echo Trading Bots will be ranked according to returns
over different time frames and allow you to copy/create the same bot
yourself.
7. Echo Switch
Echo Switch is logical step in the growth and development of the cryptocurrency ecosystem by allowing users to do cross chain swaps quickly and
easily by routing through our own CeFi/DeFi blended system. By removing the
necessity to route through the ETH network we remove an unnecessary step.
An example would be a Solana-Matic direct swap. This service requires a small
fee (but much less than the ETH route) and allows you to stay entirely
decentralised.
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Echo DeFi Protocol
The Echo DeFi protocol makes echoes, such as tokenised stock, more powerful
than the original underlying securities.
The Echo DeFi Protocol supercharges the collaterising of capital by enabling
investors the ability to collateralise the widest range of asset classes ever seen
on a peer-to-contract DeFi protocol through purchases from both the Echo
Brokerage and Echo Exchange.
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Protocol Overview
The Echo DeFi Protocol is better categorised as a decentralised liquidity market
protocol. Aave has enjoyed great success with this model (although simplified
below) which will be discussed more in ‘Competition’. For a more detailed
understanding of decentralised liquidity market protocols available on the
market, such as Aave, there is plenty of information readily available. The primary
distinction is the addition of echoes and Echo Crypto-Mutual's to the protocol.
The greater stability of these additional asset classes allows users to take greater
advantage of the underlying technology. Much of the overview below is credited
to the Aave whitepaper.
Echo users can become depositors or borrowers. Depositors provide funds to
borrowers in return for interest on their deposit on a ‘peer to contract’ or ‘peer-topool’ system. Unlike a peer-to-peer system, users are not reliant on finding a
'match' but pools all borrows and lends into a sophisticated algorithm with smart
contracts. This peer-to-contract protocol allows investors unparalleled financial
flexibility with changing market conditions.
The interest rate for both borrowers and lenders is decided algorithmically
depending on supply and demand:
For borrowers, it depends on the cost of the capital- the amount of funds
available in the pool at a specific time. As funds are borrowed from the pool,
the amount of funds available decreases which raises the interest rate.
For lenders, this interest rate corresponds to the earn rate, with the algorithm
safeguarding a liquidity reserve to guarantee withdrawals at any time.
At the heart of the protocol pool is the concept of reserve. A reserve accepts
deposits from lenders. Users can borrow these funds, granted that they lock a
greater value as collateral, which backs the borrow position. Specific currencies
in the pooled reserves can be configured as collateral or not for borrow
positions. The amount you can borrow depends on deposited currencies which
are still available in the reserves. Every reserve has a specific Loan-To-Value
(LTV), calculated as the weighted average of the different LTVs of the currencies
composing the collateral.
In case of price fluctuations, a borrow position might be liquidated. A liquidation
event happens when the price of the collateral drops below the threshold called
liquidation threshold. Reaching this ratio channels a liquidation bonus, which
incentivizes liquidators to buy the collateral at a discounted price. Every reserve
has a specific liquidation threshold, following the same approach as for the LTV.
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1. Safety Module
The staking safety module provides a % return of the protocol fees in return for
‘insuring’ the protocol from sudden risk. Echo Token staked also provides voting
rights as part of our governance system.
2. Flash Loans
Flash loans allow users to borrow from the reserves within a single transaction, as
long as the user returns more liquidity than has been taken. This can be an
excellent tool for arbitrage and experienced traders.
3. Layer 2
The Echo DeFi Protocol will use layer 2 solutions alongside the ethereum
blockchain. The increasing gas prices of the ethereum blockchain have left many
smaller investors facing exorbitant fees when trying to interact with the DeFi
sector. We will partner with layer two solutions to offer alternative solutions for our
clients and to bring in a wider user base. Likely candidates in the short term
include Polygon Matic, Polkadot and Solana.

We intend to remain ‘chain agnostic’ by integrating a wide variety of chains and
bridges for our clients.

4. Echoes and Private Investment
With a combination of purchases from the Echo Marketplace it will be possible to
put tethered exchange traded funds/echoes onto the Echo DeFi protocol. Due to
the stability of these assets the LTV ratio offered will be very high; offering
genuine alternatives to stablecoins, ETH and BTC. Echoes will take Echo to the
next level with a large surge in potential TVL.
Tokenised private investments will not be made available on the DeFi protocol
unless we believe there will be sufficient volume and reserve to sustain it.
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Asset Management
It is the desire of Echo to become an all-in-one platform, with the ability to
purchase and sell in the Echo Marketplace, the ability to maximise the use of your
assets on the Echo DeFi protocol and the ability to track, withdraw and reach
your long term goals through Echo’s Asset Management.
A large section of this part of the offering is related to high net worth or
corporate investors. Much of the following is also based on obtaining relevant
licenses.
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Financial Services
1. Portfolio Tracking
Echo’s portfolio tracker analyses your trades and generates real-time reports on
profit and loss, the value of your assets, an asset breakdown, realized and
unrealized gains and DeFi protocol reporting. The tracker will have prior trade
history based on the wallets ‘attached’ to the account. We also intend to add end
of year tax reporting to the tracker in the medium term. We may choose to
partner with a service that already does portfolio tracking and integrate it into
the platform.
2. Digital Banking
Echo in the medium term seeks to offer services associated with existing digital
banks. We are particularly interested in allowing our clients to use current
accounts as we believe there is currently a major bottleneck in cryptocurrency
adoption due to fiat on and off ramps between exchanges and traditional banks.
If our clients didn’t have to leave the ecosystem it would make for a much more
fluid experience for the user. The services we seek to offer would be associated
with this general issue of exchange-to-bank and try to incorporate the
two systems holistically.

3. Visa Cards
Echo will offer both credit and debit cards. There will be two credit cards; Echo
and Echo Private. Both will have generous reward payments (or cashback) in the
form of Echo Token. Echo private will have increased spending limits available
and is only available to those who have unlocked private investment through
staking at least $100,000 of Echo Token on the Echo DeFi safety module.
We will also offer a debit card linked to fiat available on
your Echo account. In the Echo UI you will be able to
‘portion off’ the fiat which is available for use
on the debit card. We will offer competitive
rates of exchange between
cryptocurrency and fiat which will
be the same throughout
the platform.

*Image is for demonstration purposes
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Private Investments
Private investments are unlocked when staking $100,000 worth of Echo Token on
the DeFi staking safety module. Many of these offerings will be made available
later in Echo’s timeline.
1. Echo Hedge Fund
Echo will be sourcing top professionals from around the world to create the Echo
Hedge Fund. This will be a pooled fund with fixed time locks. The fund will
specialise in cryptocurrency with an aim to generate excellent returns for
investors by investing in promising seed projects and trading on the markets.
2. Private Offerings
Echo will take the ‘echoes’ further by tokenising private shares, collectibles and
other items with a verifiable value. Private offerings are unlikely to be usable on
the DeFi protocol due to the lack of volume but these assets could still bring
excellent returns and diversity to your portfolio without the difficulty of having to
find them or store them yourself.
3. Echo Private Clients
Echo intends to provide advice and consulting on crypto related strategies to
private clients. Dedicated support will be available similar to what is found in
wealth management. Echo private clients are by invite only or considered upon
request.
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Echonomics &
Market Potential
We believe Echo Token will be a top 10
cryptocurrency. Find out why.
This section discusses the Echo Token and it’s
place in the market. This will be broken up
into the 4 subsections; echonomics, token
utility, competition and investment
expenditure.
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Team

Seed
Reserves

Private

Liquidity

ROUND

Team
Seed Investor
Private Investor
Liquidity*
Strategic Reserves**

% SUPPLY

20%
3%
7%
15%
55%

TOKEN TOKEN PRICE
200M
30M
70M
150M
550M

0.015c
0.022c
0.030c

-

TOTAL RAISE
$450K
$1.54M
-

*

Liquidity: Initial exchange supply of 20M ECHO or $600K @ 0.030c

**

Strategic Reserves include: marketing, future partnerships, long term project growth.

TEAM & ADVISORS

• 12 Month cliff
• Vested over 33 months ~ 3%

SEED

• 6 Month cliff
• Vested over 12 months ~ 8.3'%

PRIVATE

• 3 Month Cliff
• Vested over 9 months ~ 11.1'%

STRATEGIC RESERVES

• 6 Month Cliff
• Vested over 50 months ~ 2%
Vesting begins after listing date:
Expected Q2-Q3 2022
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Token Pricing Structure
SEED INVESTOR:
$0.015
PRIVATE
INVESTOR:
$0.022

LISTING:
$0.03

Token Sale Targets
SEED INVESTOR TARGET:
$0.015 * 30 Million = $450K

PRIVATE INVESTOR TARGET:
$0.022 * 70 Million = $1.54 Million
IDO TARGET:
$0.03 * 20 Million = $600K

Fully Diluted Market Cap: $30M
Market Cap at Listing: $4.5M
Circulating Supply at Listing: 20M ECHO
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Echo Token Utility
ECHO PASSIVE MUTUAL

Only available for purchase with Echo Token.
A mutual fund is a type of security that tracks an asset
such as an index fund. The Echo Passive Mutual will
contain a broad range of asset classes; creating a
basket of assets which should create safe, long term
returns. The Echo passive Mutual will contain but not be
limited to, public stock indexes, commodities, REITS, and
our own Echo Crypto Mutual's. The Echo Passive Mutual
will not be available on public stock exchanges.
We intend the Echo Passive Mutual to be the 'Vanguard'
fund of tomorrow by making a diverse, all-in-one
security on the blockchain.

FEE REDUCTION & BURN

All brokerage and exchange fees can be paid for in

Echo Token offering a 25% discount on standard fees.
Fee reductions for exchange include spot, margin and

futures trading. Brokerage fee reduction applies to
entrance only.
30% of Echo Token used to pay exchange and
brokerage fees will be burned every quarter.
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ECHO DEFI PROTOCOL

Echo Token used as collateral has reduced fees and
higher LTV ratio. Echo token can also be staked in the

safety module earning rewards based on the protocol
fees with the risk of being slashed.

The Echo DeFi Protocol is better categorised as a
decentralised liquidity market protocol. Echo users can
become depositors or borrowers. Depositors provide

funds to borrowers in return for interest on their deposit
on a peer to contract system.
The safety staking module acts as insurance for
shortfall events. An example of such an event would be
if a popular stable coin loses its peg to the US dollar.

GOVERNANCE

Echo Token governance works on a one token one
vote basis.
Governance votes are likely to include but not limited
to; new assets for the brokerage, new tokens for the
DeFi protocol and tweaking risk parameters.
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PRIVATE INVESTMENT UNLOCK

A minimum of $100,000 in equivalent Echo Token is
required to be locked in the Echo DeFi protocol's safety
staking module to gain access to private investment
opportunities. This includes access to the Echo Hedge
Fund.
All private investment opportunities follow the same
concept of brokerage 'echoes'. These will include
echoes of private companies, collectibles or whatever
the Echo Team deems a viable asset class for our
investors. The Echo Hedge Fund is a crypto focused
hedge fund; expect higher potential returns and higher
fees.

ECHO SWITCH

Echo Token is used exclusively to pay for Echo Switch
bridging costs.
Echo Switch is a bridging module designed to allow the
quick transfer of assets across multiple chains without
the requirement of having to go via the ETH mainnet. An
example of this would be a direct bridge from Matic to
Solana.
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ECHO SOCIAL TRADING

Echo Token can be used to pay for the fees associated
with trading as well as a method of compensation.
Making passive investors into active investors increases
the Echo Token burn rate.
Echo Social Trading allows you to 'echo' the trades of
other partnered investors. This allows you to leverage
experienced traders at no cost to yourself. Those
participating in the program (those who are copied)
benefit from generous compensation packages based
on AUM.

TRADING BOTS

Echo Token can be used to pay for Trading Bot fees.
Making passive investors into active investors increases
the Echo Token burn rate.
Trading Bots can be set up with parameters of your
choosing or by selecting prebuilt strategies. You will
also be able to see the statistics of other top-earning
trading bots and copy them if you choose.
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Direct Competition
Mirror (Synthetic Tokens)
Token Price $3.20 - $1.2 Billion Market Cap/Rank #250
Equivalent Echo Token Value = $1.20 (without burn)
Although similar at fist glance Mirror and other synthetic token providers rely on
a collateral based system in order to mint the synthetic security. Echo owns the
underlying asset and tethers it. Echo also answers the wider question of why use
synthetics at all? Echo offers the DeFi protocol as a solution.
Aave (defi protocol)
Token Price $330 - $4.32 Billion Market Cap/Rank #34
Equivalent Echo Token Value = $4.32 (without burn)
Aave is the leading DeFi tool and our primary competition in the DeFi space. It’s
peer-to-contract system is the best on the market and something Echo is
looking to emulate. However, we believe it’s lack of product variety hurts it and
that our ‘echoes’ will exponentially increase Echo’s TVL vs Aave. Aave token also
suffers from a lack of utility compared to many tokens above it in the rankings.
Crypto.com (mixed)
Token Price $0.16 - $4.25 Billion Market Cap/Rank #36
Equivalent Echo Token Value = $4.25 (without burn)
Crypto.com and others like it (Nexo etc.) represent the move to incorporate fiat
systems more closely with crypto for retail investors. The marketing is usually
quite good but they are let down by a lack of product offering and at times very
high fees. They lack the revenue streams to push through a ceiling which many
of them are stuck in.
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Indirect Competition
Government Legislation
Cryptocurrency is currently at the mercy of government legislation but Echo may
suffer from this more than some due to our interaction with the ‘real’ markets. We
will be sparing no expense on the finest legal professionals to protect our
business model and investors. At the moment it seems unlikely we will be able to
offer derivatives to the US, but it is something we will continue to monitor and
evaluate further if regulatory constraints are updated.
0% Fee Exchanges (eToro/Robinhood)
As Echo steps into the brokerage space it faces competition from those outside
the blockchain. Why buy stocks on Echo when you can get them on another
digital platform? Normally this would be a real issue, and one of the reasons why
previous attempts have not succeeded. Echo Brokerage however is paired with
the Echo DeFi protocol; making tokenised stocks superior to non-tokenised
stocks.
Digital Wealth Managers (UK: Nutmeg)
In the same vein as digital brokers, digital wealth managers outside the
blockchain indirectly compete with Echo’s Asset Management. Echo has to be
user friendly and accessible enough for its superior products and interest rates
to prevail.

Investment Expenditure
Legal
10%
Marketing
35%

Operations
20%

Technical
35%

Capital raised from the ICO
which is not spent will be
used for Echo Marketplace
reserves to ensure long term
stability of the platform.
For further details burn rate
documentation is available.
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Team
This section contains the c-suite, partners
and advisors.
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C-Suite
CEO: Sam Dorrer
Sam is an entrepreneur, strategist and proven innovator having led teams of
contractors and consultants from paper to product on numerous projects and
business enterprises. Sam has a visionary leadership style with a focus on
innovation and data driven analytics. His business models tend to have a
preference towards contractors over in-house staff. As well as CEO of Echo, Sam
is the Managing Director of Flux Technology; a research and development
company that creates useful, value added and cost effective technology for a
multitude of spheres and sectors. Before establishing Flux Technology he was
involved in the initial strategy and successful set-up of a crowd-funding social
media company. Sam has a continued personal interest in philosophy.
COO: Dustin Cornwell
Dustin has 15+ years of experience in highly competitive and client-centric
environments. He is a strategic business builder and problem solver bringing
win/win solutions to every situation. Dustin is a natural team builder and adept
at empowering teams to perform at their best.
CTO: Robert Clayton
Robert has worked in the London Tech and FinTech sector across
multidisciplinary teams with various technologies and languages. He believes in
harnessing the power of technological innovation to bring revolutionary products
into the hands of many. More recently he has been managing millions of
transactions and investments a day.
'The future is still so much bigger than the past.' ~ Tim Berners-Lee
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Partners and Advisors
This is a collection of core advisors. Due to the early stages of this project; there
is a wider list which is changing very quickly and is therefore available as a
separate document. If you or someone you know would be an asset to Echo
achieving its goals don’t hesitate to get in touch.
The Isle of Man’s regulatory position has always been
one that is tech agnostic, where it is the activity that is
judged for regulation, not the underlying technology;
more commonly known as 'Sandbox'.
Digital Isle Of Man is an executive body of the
government and will be advising and assisting us in
both our regulatory and practical business needs.
4IRE is a Swedish-Ukrainian software development
outsourcing provider with 10+ years of experience and
numerous cases on the DeFi and Fintech markets. They
are responsible for the development of large parts of
the NEAR protocol.
4IRE will be developing the Echo platform overseen by
our own tech team; allowing us to scale quickly to meet
aggressive target deadlines.
Maven Capital funds, support and advises ambitious
cryptocurrency start-ups from seed to beyond. It prides
itself on market trend research and identifying
innovative cryptocurrency projects revolutionizing the
blockchain space.
Maven Capital is a specialist incubator which will be
assisting Echo with both business networking in the
cryptocurrency space and launch strategy.
Oben Regulatory is a a bespoke-solution driven service
that advises on financial license applications and
international, multi-jurisdiction, regulatory frameworks.
Oben will be working with Echo to provide end-to-end
support in navigating, filing and liaising with regulators.
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Roadmap
This section contains the phased Echo
timeline.
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PHASE 1
Investment Phase
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Large cap token partnerships
VC investment
Exchange listings
Launchpad listings
Marketing website
ICO platform
KYC integration
Token Audit
Legislative process begun
Development architecture

PHASE 2
Cryptocurrency Phase
• Echo Switch
• Echo Brokerage
o Crypto Mutuals
• Echo Exchange
o Spot
• Echo DeFi protocol
• Echo Token burn
• Trading Bots
• Liquidity Pools
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PHASE 3
Securities Phase

• Echo Brokerage
o Securities
o Echo Passive Mutual
• Echo Exchange
o Derivatives
o Emerging Markets
• Echo Social Trading
• Governance voting

PHASE 4
Financial Services Phase
•
•
•
•
•

Echo Hedge Fund
Credit/debit cards
Checking accounts
Private investment
Institutional investment relations
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Contact
CEO
sam.dorrer@echofinance.io
COO
dustin.cornwell@echofinance.io
CTO
rob.clayton@echofinance.io

Further Information
info@echofinance.io
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